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By Hal Howland

CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform. Paperback. Condition: New. This item is printed on
demand. 198 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.5in.Key West writer and musician Hal Howland,
author of After Jerusalem, Cities and Women, The Human Drummer, The Jazz Buyer, and Landini
Cadence, returns with his finest, funniest, and most poignant book of short fiction to date, The
Sculpture Gardener. The book, available both as a paperback and as an e-book, features several
popular characters from Howlands previous titles and introduces a world of unforgettable
newcomers. Cities reminisces about a lifetime spent living in and visiting great cities around the
globe. In Evidence, a middle-aged actor remembers two former girlfriends, opposites in every way,
who presumably still own photographs of him naked. The Grand Tour follows a small-time
nineteen seventies crooner and his disparate bandmates on a hilarious American road trip. In
Grounded on Garbage, the pilot of a commercial jetliner accidentally touches down at the wrong
airport, built on a precarious landfill seven miles away from the right airport. The Hijacking of the
Dave Mandarine Band examines what happens when a greedy nightclub owner and a dishonest
musician cannot leave bandleading to the bandleader. In Hope, for Now, a...
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ReviewsReviews

I actually began reading this article pdf. It really is filled with wisdom and knowledge You wont sense monotony at at any time of the time (that's what
catalogues are for concerning should you request me).
-- Ena Klein MD-- Ena Klein MD

Basically no words and phrases to describe. It is really simplified but unexpected situations in the fi y percent of your book. I am delighted to let you know
that here is the very best publication i have got go through within my very own lifestyle and might be he greatest publication for actually.
-- Watson Kohler-- Watson Kohler
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